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MAY IT PLEASE THE HEARINGS PANEL 

 

Introduction 

 

1. This memorandum is filed on behalf of the North Canterbury Province of 

Federated Farmers of New Zealand Inc (“Federated Farmers”), and 

responds to the invitation of the Independent Hearings Panel, in its Minute 

of 29 November, for parties to respond to the Council’s memorandum of 

28 November 2016, in which it is explained that certain changes have 

been made by the Council to some of the mapping. 

 

2. Accordingly, Federated Farmers takes the opportunity to draw the 

Hearing Panel’s attention to some concerns regarding the mapping 

process that are being expressed by members. 

 

The Mapping Process  

 

3. Federated Farmers considers that the achievement of accuracy in the 

mapping of SONTCS is paramount. It seems that, at present, the mapping 

is somewhat arbitrary in places, for example, following contour lines, 

rather than following a particular natural or cultural aspect. Members are 

also concerned that, at least in some cases, the mapping is being carried 

out without consultation with the relevant landowners. As was stated in 

Federated Farmers closing legal submissions, in many cases families 

have been resident on and farming their properties for well over a century, 

so would be likely to have good knowledge of culturally significant sites 

and areas on the land in their properties. 

 

4. The present approach to the mapping and the implications of that 

approach is giving rise to resentment in the community. In some 

situations, members are finding that they need to consult with the local 

runanga about sensitive proposals they are considering, which has the 

effect of alerting the local runanga, or members thereof, to the possibility 

of carrying out the same activity in competition, where the sensitivity is 

commercial in nature. Further, it seems that the rules that are applicable 

in this sort of situation are being perceived to apply differently, depending 

on who land it is that those rules are being applied to. 
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5. Nevertheless, members wish it pointed out that they consider that they 

have a great rapport with each of their local runanga, and with local 

members of the various runanga. However, it is considered that the 

approach to the mapping process that is being applied at present has the 

potential to drive a wedge between various of the components of the local 

communities. 

 

 

Dated at Auckland this 1st day of December 2016 

 

 

 

 

Richard Gardner 
Counsel  
North Canterbury Province of Federated Farmers of New Zealand Inc 
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